Advertising, which developed in the late eighteenth century as an increasingly sophisticated and widespread form of brand marketing, would seem a separate world from that of the ‘literature’ of its time. Yet satirists and parodists were influenced by and responded to advertising, while copywriters borrowed from the wider literary culture, especially through poetical advertisements and comic imitation. This is the first full-length study to pay sustained attention to the cultural resonance and literary influences of advertising in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. John Strachan addresses the many ways in which literary figures including George Crabbe, Lord Byron, Thomas Hood and the young Charles Dickens responded to the commercial culture around them. With its many fascinating examples of contemporary advertisements read against literary texts, this study combines a new approach to the literary culture of the day with an examination of the cultural impact of its commercial language.
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THE CAT AND THE BOOT;
OR, AN IMPROVEMENT UPON MIRRORS.

As I one morning shaving sat,
For dinner time preparing,
A dreadful howling from the cat
Set all the room a staring!
Sudden I turn’d—beheld a scene
I could not but delight in,
For in my boot, so bright and clean,
The cat her face was fighting.

Bright was the boot—its surface fair,
In lustre nothing lacking;
I never saw one half so clear,
Except by Warren’s Blacking.

(Warren! that name shall last as long
As beaux and belles shall dash on,
Immortalized in every song,
That chants the praise of fashion:
For, oh! without his Blacking, all
Attempts we may abolish,
To raise upon our boots at all
The least of jet or polish.)

Surprise’d its brilliancy I viewed
With silent admiration;
The glass that on the table stood
Waxed dimly on its station.
I took the boot, the glass displac’d,
For soon I was aware,
The latter only was disgrac’d
Whenever the boot was near.

And quickly found that I could shave,
Much better by its bloom,
Than any mirror that I have
Within my drawing-room.

And since that time; I’ve often smil’d
To think how puss was frighten’d,
When at the boot she tug’d and tell’d
By Warren’s Blacking brighten’d.

A Shilling of Warren’s Paste Blacking is equal to four Shillings Bottles of Liquid Blacking; prepared by

Robert Warren

30, STRAND, London;
and sold by most Venders of Blacking in every Town in the Kingdom, in Pots, 6d. 12d. and 1s. each.

Ask for WARREN’S Blacking.

Figure 1. ‘The Cat and the Boot; or, An Improvement upon Mirrors’. Advertisement for Warren’s Blacking. Illustration by George Cruikshank (early nineteenth century).
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‘Those two dear ones – to my heart so dear’
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